Wushan Will Be Chongqing's Business Card
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Mystery of the Wu culture, more than 200 years of "Wushan Man" site, thousands of town, the
ancient plank road, Cliff, tombs, rich local culture, "bickering chant," magical and beautiful
natural scenery, Man Shan flush of the country ... ... Wushan County leaves its long history and
cultural heritage, beautiful picturesque scenery attracts thousands of tourists to patronize.
It is reported that dig in Wushan County regional culture and natural resources, Yuzuo larger
and stronger cultural tourism. Currently, the work is conducted in an orderly, Wushan cultural
tourism show vitality.
Chongqing card ancient sites turned
Reporter learned yesterday from Wushan tourism sector, has started Wushan depth,
comprehensive development and has more than 200 million years old Longgupo cultural sites,
intends to create a unique charm of its playing the cultural card.
"From the current master of the situation, the site is the location of the fourth century fossil
unearthed fossils of most types of sites, including the mastodon and other 100 kinds." Relevant
experts, the site of more than 200 million years Longgupo given its deep history historical and
cultural connotation, Wushan-depth development of the site can make use of scientific
exploration and cultural tourism.
In recent years, in order to protect the keel slope sites, speed up the "Longgupo Site" World
Cultural Heritage and the establishment of a "keel slope of Ecological Protection Area" and so
on, Longgupo Wushan County in organizing cultural seminars, planning the construction of the
Asian Museum of ancient human and so have done a lot of fruitful work, and invited the Institute
of Shaanxi Province produced a historic building, "Longgupo Site Protection Area" planning.

Longgupo site after the completion of protected areas will be divided into service areas, sites
live demonstration area, study area, afforestation and other five major ecological buffer area of
??1.5 square kilometers. The project is complete, visitors can watch at close range point of
original fossils excavated, Longgupo site's overall environment and archaeological finds,
samples and so on. Can also be built in Asia in the museum with ancient human sound, light,
electricity, slides and other multimedia tools to appreciate the more than 200 million years ago
primitive life scenes.
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